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As the poet could have said:
There are half a dozen ways
A lunar course to lay
And every single one is good for something.

These half-dozen or so classes of lunar transfer trajectories vary in their propellant requirements, flight.
time, and arrival geometry. All of them can be combined with a phasing orbit at the beginning if ;:{ 1 +
desired to extend the launch period, and all of them allow various options at arrival: direct de<cent,
descent from orbit, or insertion into lunar orbit.
Direct
lronically,%his class,which includes the Hohmann transfer is the most expensive in terms of
propellant requirements. It is also the simplest and fastest — just’inject from low earth orbit into an
ellipse which extends past the Moon’s orbit and time it so that the Moon is there at the same time as
the spacecraft. Typically flight time varies from a few days up to a week, depending on the energy of
the transfer ellipse and whether you encounter the Moon on the way out or on the way in. Either way
the approach to the Moon tends to be toward the leading side. See Figure 1, taken from (Ridenoure et
al,, 1991).
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Reverse Interior AV I.unar Gravity Assist (RIDL)
This takes the direct transfer a step beyond. Instead of staying at the Moon when it is encountered, the spacecraft flies by in a gravity assis},~which raises its perigee and apogee slightly. Then a
small perigee maneuver lowers the apogee to~angency with the Moon’s orbit, resulting in a lower
arrival velocity at the Moon and a small overall propellant saving. For example, in the case described
by Sweetser (1 993a) there is a total AV reduction of 23 n-ds (including a 13 mls perigee maneuver)
compared
to the Hohmann transfer. The flight time is either one or two months, depending on the
.
period of the ellipse after the flyby. The arl;val geometry at the Moon is similar to that of the direct
.-,, ,., ,4
transfer. See Figure 2, taken from (Sweetser, 1993a).
Backflip
This is an adaptation of the lunar cycler trajectory described by Uphoff and Crouch (1 993).
This transfer also does a lunar flyby at first encounter, but this time the spacecraft flies by in a gravity
t ~hc ~c~c,rch descrjbcd in this ~b~tract was perrOrln~d ~1 the Jet p[ Opu]sion
ogy, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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assis}~hich raises its geocentric inclination and energy so that it reencounters the Moon 14 days later
after {raveling back across the Moon’s orbit over or under the plane of the l]arth–Moon system. This
increases the flight tirne~f course, but it means that the. approach to the Moon for the final encounter
is from out of the Moor#s equatorial plane, See Figure 3, taken from (Uphoff and Crouch, 1993). <r,
,5
Bielliptic/biparabolic
Since the Moon’s orbit is more than 9 times larger than low Earth orbit, the Hohmann is not
the minimal transfer between these orbits. Instead it requires less propellant to inject into a large
ellipse (ideally a parabola), raise perigee to the Moon’s orbit radius with a maneuver at apogee (infinitesimally small at infinity), and time everything to encounter the Moon at perigee. Flight time ranges
around months (infinite in the biparabolic case). In this c1 ass of transfer the approach to the Moon
tends to be toward the trailing side, opposite the direct approach. Theoretically, this would reduce the
AV needed for the transfer by only 13 ni/s at best, but by combining it with an initial lunar gravity
assis n additional 45 m/s or so could be saved at injection. In the real world, however, if the apogee
is ]arTe enough to offer any advantage over the Hohnlann transf;~{hen solar perturbations become
)
significant, leading to . . .
Weak Stability Boundary (WSB)
The prototype of the WSB transfer is the 13elbruno-Miller transfer (Miller and Belbruno,
1991 ), It is like the bielliptic transfer but differs in two ways: firstly, the apogee “maneuver” is
<.*.
effected by solar perturbations — since it has no propellant cost it is done at a lower apogee than
would otherwise be optimal so that the lunar arrival velocity is further reduced; secondly, the lunar
arrival takes advantage of the Moon’s gravity so that the spacecraft is “captured” ballistically, i.e., its
‘?
osculating eccentricity at ~eriseleye is less than one. Belbruno calls this being near the Earth-Moon
Weak Stability Bounda~’. ‘-Y~nakawa (1 992, l?ps)~ha~ done the most extensive analysis in categori~ing WSB transfers, which differ according tort%~’” lon~;I’s $ent in the intermediate “ellips~”j,] whether
one or two revolutions are done in that “ellips~”,, !md where the apogee is relative to the Sun-harth line.
Flight time ranges from 2K7 up to many months, but substantial AV savings are possible, typically
around 180 mls compared to the Hotimann transfer. The approach to the’Moon tends to be toward the
~;, “<(
far side. See Figure 4, taken from (Miller and Belbruno, 1991 ).
Charmed WSB
The standard WSB transfer seems strange cnough,,but one step beyond strangeness is charm;
in the charmed transfer the arrival at the Moon occurs thie third time the Moon is encountered. This
transfer is initially the same as before, but at the second lunar encounter instead of coming close to the
Moon and achieving a ballistic capture, the spacecraft dots a more distant flyby which results in the
spacecraft orbit 1 ying entire] y inside the Moon’s orbit. This interior orbit can bd timed so that half a
month, one month, or two months later the spacecraft again encounters the Moon in a Weak Stability
way and gets captured ballistically. The flight time is somewhat more than that of the standard W? ~
transfer but now the approach to the Moon at arrival is toward the near side, See Figure 5.
<’ l“’- \
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Minimizing
Is there any end to this? In the AV sense there is, at least in the circular restricted three-body
model. An analysis based on Jacobi’s constant (S wectser, 1991 ) has shc)wn that the total AV absolutely required to go from low Earth orbit to low lunar orbit is about 230 m/s less than for the Hohrnann
transfer. Using approaches suggested by this analysis, Pcrnicka et al. (1994) have found transfers
which involve a transition from geocentric ellipses to selcmocent ric cl] ipscs near the intermediate
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Earth-Moon Lagrange point and which require about 135 m/s less than Iiohmann transfers. These
transfers have flight times of many months but do not seem to be restricted in their approach direction
‘“\./, (
at the Moon. See Figure 6, taken from (Pernicka et al., 1994).
Table 1 summarizes characteristics of the transfers described above. The post-injection
AV given is for stopping at the surface of the Moon and includes 100 mls for midcourse

corrections for all except the minimizing transfers; since minimizing transfers includ~~,rn~ ~~ le
revolutions around the Earth after injection they are not sensitive tc) injection errorsO tk ~?
y-are
“h’jection
allocated 50 r-ds for midcourse corrections.’~Similarly, the use of phasing orbl“f~ after ?
might reduce the propellant needed for correcting injection error; such phasing orbits are
required in the cases of the WSB anij Charmed transfers if launch periods of more than a few , “t,
(
days are needed each month. Table 1 does not include any steering or gravity loss at the lunar ‘- i
arrival, The C3 and AV required for a transfer depend on the launch and arrival times since the
Moon’s orbit is significantly non-circular; the numbers given in Table 1 are for typical cases with
comparable arrival dates.
Table 1. Trajectory Characteristics of Assorted Types of Lunar Transfer
Type of
Transfer

Injection Post-Inj.
(kr%z)

>-2.0
Direct
-1.7
RIDL
Backflip
-1.7
Biparabolic
-1.4
WSB
-1.4
Charmed
-1.4
Minimizing
-2,9
Best minimizing-2.9

(a!)
>2604
2581
2604
2511
2441
2441
2475
2372

Longitude
Sun-Moon- Transfer
Time
of Approach Probe Angle
(deg)
(days)
(deg)
--270
-270
--270
-90
-180
-o
arb.
arb.

arbitrary
arbitrary
arbitrary
arbitrary
-45 or -225
-45 or -225
arbitrary
arbitrary

-5
-30
-20
cm
>75
>100
>150
>150

Max. Earth
Distance
(km)
400000
400000
400000
co
1500000
1500000
450000
450000

The paper to be presented will extend this analysis further to calculate the landed mass possible
for selected types of transfer for the Taurus/S’T’AR 37xfp and the Med-lite launch vehicles. The
transfer types analyzed will be the worst, best, and an intermediate type of interest from Table 1.
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Figure 1. A Ducc[ T]ansfer sltown In lncr~lal ccordmams (Rldcnoure e[ al., 1991).
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Figure 2. A RIDI. _tran$fc r shown In (nerhal coordinates (Sweztscr, 1993a).
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